Alice in a World of Wonderlands: The Translations of Lewis Carroll's Masterpiece
Book Review – Translation into English, followed by the original in Hebrew
Abstract
Her name was Alisa, Anna and Elsa; her cat turned into a wolf and her wine into cold grapefruit juice. A
three-volume work now reviews all 174 attempts to translate the virtuoso work that is The Adventures of Alice
in Wonderland.
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Vladimir Nabokov, who translated The Adventures of Alice in Wonderland into Russian in 1923, chose to
name his protagonist Anna. He probably did so to avoid any association with Princess Alix von Hesse, who
changed her name to Alexandra Feodorovna after her marriage to the last Russian Czar, Nikolai II. At least that
is the claim made in one of the three thick volumes recently published by the Lewis Carroll Society of North
America – a massive enterprise summarizing all the translations of done in the past 150 years since Lewis
Carroll's book was first published in England.
Alice was one of the three daughters of the Reverend Henry Liddell, Dean of Christchurch College, Oxford.
She and her sisters were the first to hear the story from a friend of the family, mathematician Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson (1832-1898), who was also an amateur photographer and who chose to write under the pen-name of
Lewis Carroll. First published in 1865, the book tells the story of Alice, who chases after the White Rabbit,
falls down a rabbit hole and ends up in Wonderland. While there, she often changes in size, she meets talking
animals and fantastical creatures, such as the card Queen of Hearts, who is ready to cut off the head of almost
everyone she meets. Alice attends the Mad Hatter's tea party and has many other strange adventures.
There have been many interpretations of the book. It has covert ironic criticism of Queen Victoria, and, of
course, it describes the adolescence of a girl wondering about her identity and asking "who am I?"; there is also
a window into the subconscious and dreams, and even drug-induced hallucinations. The author, a lecturer in
mathematics, was trying neither to teach nor to preach; he just took a 'leave of absence' from logic and chose to
deal in nonsense. Nevertheless, the book does convey certain messages. For example, Alice asks the Cheshire
cat: “Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?" The Cheshire cat replies: "That depends
a good deal on where you want to get to." Alice says: "I don't much care where", to which the Cheshire cat
replies: "Then it doesn't matter which way you go.” Alice adds: "So long as I get somewhere." The Cheshire
Cat: "Oh, you're sure to do that, if only you walk long enough.”
Carroll surely had no idea that his story would be told for so many years in China, Japan, India, South Africa
and everywhere else. In almost every country, children and adults alike can read the story in their own
language, with relevant minor cultural adaptations. So, for example, a young Japanese child can learn about the
life of young English girl in the 19th century, but an expression that might be considered rude for a child to say
to an adult (even if he is a Mad Hatter) has been omitted from the translation.

The book has been translated into 174 languages and dialects, for example, 9 different dialects of Scottish;
Maori in New Zealand and Aborigine in Australia; 5 Pacific languages; 9 vernaculars of the Indian
subcontinent; 8 African languages including Zulu, Creole and Swahili; Esperanto and 3 Jewish languages:
Hebrew, Yiddish and Ladino. There is a huge number of editions. For example, in China 462 editions were
published between 1922 and 2013. The first volume of the three of this book contains 188 articles by scholars
and translators from around the world. Each article gives an overview of the history of publications of the book
in one of the languages and evaluates how loyal the translation is to the original and explains the changes
made.
Baya, Paya and Raya
Of course, it is not easy to translate Carroll, who included nonsense poems, saying, expressions and puns with
such great virtuosity. The second volume deals very interestingly with these challenges: back translation into
English from all languages, of eight pages from the chapter on the Mad Tea Party. These are accompanied by
comments by the translators and scholars about their deliberations and dilemmas while translating. Even those
who tried to remain extremely loyal to the original – as most translators declare they do – they had to find
virtuoso substitutes for each play on words, and sometimes they had to yield to the traditions and values of
their readership.
The poem "Twinkle, twinkle little bat" is a parody of a children's nursery song "Twinkle, twinkle little star" by
Jane Taylor. Some translators gave a direct translation, while others wrote an entirely new nonsense poem
based on motifs from their own culture. In the 1869 translation into French, a French lullaby was used because
it was set to the same Mozart variation that was used for "Twinkle, twinkle little star" in England. In the Irish
translation of 1922, the topic of this nonsense poem was the search for a one-horned cow, while in Nabokov's
translation into Russian the poem is a parody taken from student life in St. Petersburg – about drinking vodka
out of large glasses, which in the nonsense poem turns into drinking a drop or two of rainwater.
Most translations retain the original name of Alice, or Alissa, with necessary modifications, for example, Elsa
in Norwegian, or Alinka and Ala in Polish. In Greek Alice is called Aliki, and in one of the Irish translations
her name is Eiblís. The Mad Hatter is also sometimes given a different name. In the Irish he becomes the "man
on the moon" in accordance with local folklore. In the Estonian version he becomes the "odd person", a
common expression in Estonia.
At the Mad Tea Party, the dormouse tells the guests the story of three sisters who lived in a well. In the English
original they were called Elsie, Lacie and Tillie, and in the Hungarian translation – Ela, Mela and Bela. In one
of the Russian translations it was Masha, Pasha and Dasha. In the 1924 translation into Hebrew it was Baya,
Paya and Raya.
There are changes that adapt the text to the customs of the local audience. At the tea party, for example, Alice
is offered some wine - an offer that is hard not to refuse in Muslim tradition. Thus, in the Urdu translation
published in Pakistan she is offered cold grapefruit juice instead, and in the Arabic version published in Egypt
she is offered lemonade. A translator into Brazilian Portuguese censored Alice's words when she takes a bottle
labeled 'Drink Me" and remembers irresponsible children can be hurt by drinking forbidden poison. In the
Brazilian version she recalls her mother's advice. The translator goes even further and warns children that
anyone taking that kind of drink will die a terrible death.

In Latvia, the Cheshire cat becomes the October fox, because foxes are common in Latvian folktales. Likewise,
the mouse that Alice thought arrived in England with William the Conqueror arrived with Napoleon in the
Latvian version. In the Indonesian illustrations, Alice wears a typical sarong and blouse and the background
depicts rice paddies, mountains and palm trees.
A well-to-do English girl
The first Hebrew translator of Alice was L. Siman (Arie Semitizky), whose translation was published by
Omanut in Frankfurt in 1924. In this translation, Alice is a little girl called Aliza, and her whole world is
Jewish. After her strange spurt of growth, Aliza promises to send her far-away feet a New Year's gift (not a
Christmas gift) of a pair of sandals. Siman used Jewish sources and the Mad Hatter's nonsense poem "Twinkle,
twinkle" and the Duchess's lullaby retained the rhyme and meter of the originals but contained phrases based
on prayers, the Passover Hagaddah, the Bible etc. The poem about the baking lobster turns into one about fish
being fried with spices. The caterpillar seated atop the huge mushroom is called Gimzi. When he asks Alice to
recite a poem it becomes a nonsense version of one of the traditional Passover songs.
Aharon Amir's translation from 1951 published by Machbarot Lesifrut is extremely close to the original. This
was followed by Uriel Ofek' translation (1987, also Machbarot Lesifrut). Worthy of note is Rina Litvin's
translation published in 1997 published by Hakibbutz Hame'uchad and Siman Kri'ah, containing Hebrew
translations of comments from Martin Gardner in his book The Annotated Alice. This version is the closest to
the original, but even here there were some necessary changes. For example, in Litvin's version, the three
sisters lived in a well filled with cream, alluding to the local expression "a cream girl' (meaning someone welloff and possibly spoiled), whereas in the original the well is full of treacle.
The latest translation into Hebrew from 2012 was done by Atara Ofek, Uriel Ofek's daughter, who thus closed
a family circle. Over the years there have been many partial translations and adaptations into Hebrew, and
these can be found in anthologies and books for readers of different ages. The third volume of the book under
review contains nine pages filled with bibliographic details of Alice in Hebrew.
Could Lewis Carroll have anticipated this flood of translations? Perhaps - because as soon as the book was
published he himself approached someone to translate it into French. Nevertheless, even an author as
ambitious as he was could not have imagined that his book would even be published in shorthand and used as a
practice tool for teaching shorthand in a most amusing and interesting way!

